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I.

Reference to official and unofficial reports of opinions in courts
below and whether reported.:
On May 15, 2015, Judge McMaster submitted an unpublished

Opinion pursuant to Pa.R.A.P. 1925. A copy of the Opinion is appended
as Exhibit 2. On December 11, 2015, Senior Judge Friedman, writing for
a panel majority, affirmed in a reported opinion. A copy of the Opinion is
appended as Exhibit 3. Both opinions are also available at Tullytown

Borough v. Armstrong, No. 239 C.D. 2015, --- A.3d ----, 2015 WL 8539915
(Pa. Commw. Dec. 11, 2015), because the Commonwealth Court attached
Judge McMaster’s opinion to its decision.
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II.

Text of order in question and date of entry in appellate court:
The Order states:
“AND NOW, this 11th day of December, 2015, we hereby affirm the

January 15, 2015, order of the Court of Common Pleas of Bucks County
based on the opinion of the Honorable James M. McMaster in Armstrong

v. Tullytown Borough, (Bucks Co., No. 2014-05675, Ct. Com. Pl. Bucks
Co. Civil Div., filed May 15,2015).
Jurisdiction relinquished.”
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III.

Questions presented for review:
A.

The Commonwealth Court violates the clear obligation under

Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.8 to balance the needs for precomplaint discovery against the burden imposed.
B.

The Commonwealth Court announced an unworkable

standard in a precedential decision that permits limitless pre-complaint
discovery in violation of the clear mandate of Rule 4003.8 unless
defendants conduct the very discovery they oppose.
C.

The Commonwealth Court ruling conflicts with this Court’s

holding in McNeil v. Jordan, 894 A.2d 1260 (Pa. 2006), that a plaintiff
cannot simply assert that pre-complaint discovery is necessary.
D.

The Commonwealth Court ruling conflicts with its holding in

Pelzer v. Wrestle, 49 A.3d 926 (Pa. Commw. 2012), that a plaintiff must
explain how the pre-complaint discovery is necessary to draft a
complaint.
E.

The Commonwealth Court ruling conflicts with the Superior

Court holding in McNeil v. Jordan, 934 A.2d 739 (Pa. Super. 2007), which
prevents pre-complaint discovery when the plaintiff only makes vague
assertions of fact.

3

F.

The Commonwealth Court ruling conflicts with the Superior

Court holdings in AmerisourceBergen v. Does, 81 A.3d 921 (Pa. Super.
2013), and Cooper v. Frankford Health Care Sys., 960 A.2d 134 (Pa.
Super. 2008), which prevent pre-complaint discovery unless the plaintiff
can show an ability to plead a valid cause of action after the discovery.
G.

The Commonwealth Court assumes that legal conclusions are

facts and, in doing so, conflicts with its holdings in Appeal of Puricelli,
709 A.2d 1003 (Pa. Commw. 1998), and Plank v. Monroe Cnty. Tax Claim

Bureau, 735 A.2d 178 (Pa. Commw. 1999), and the Superior Court
holdings in Cross v. 50th Ward Cmty. Ambulance, 528 A.2d 1369 (Pa.
Super. 1987), and Corson v. Corson's, 434 A.2d 1269 (Pa. Super. 1981), on
the difference between facts and legal conclusions.
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IV.

Concise statement of case containing facts material to consideration
of questions presented:
Plaintiffs have filed a summons but not a complaint. Plaintiffs plan

to depose four police officers, two former police officers, the current Chief
of Police, the former Chief of Police, and a Councilman. R. 9a-10a. On
October 30, 2014, Tullytown filed a motion for protective order, arguing
that Plaintiffs’ request for expansive pre-complaint discovery comes
without any justification. R. 3a-36a.
Tullytown informed the trial court that it feared abusive litigation
practices, in part, because Plaintiffs are very litigious and have a history
of lawsuits, including against each other. R. 5a-6a, 14a-32a, 52a-53a.
Given that many of these lawsuits were dismissed for failure to
prosecute, Tullytown feared a pattern showing that Plaintiffs file
frivolous lawsuits (even against each other) to gain discovery or to make a
political point. R. 5a-6a, 14a-32a, 52a-53a.
In response, Plaintiffs claimed in response that two persons (who
Plaintiffs do not identify) claim that police officers (who Plaintiffs do not
identify) followed them on dates (that Plaintiffs do not specify) during the
2013 election cycle. R. 42a. The Honorable Judge James M. McMaster of
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the Bucks County Court of Common Pleas denied the motion on
January 15, 2015. R. 56a.
On February 9th, Tullytown filed motions for reconsideration and to
certify the order for immediate appeal, R. 57a-75a, but the trial court
denied the motions on February 11th. R. 76a-77a.Tullytown filed a
petition for review on February 27th, which the Commonwealth Court
granted on March 30th. A copy of the Order is appended as Exhibit 1. On
May 15th, the trial court submitted an opinion pursuant to Pennsylvania
Rule of Appellate Procedure 1925. A copy of the Opinion is appended as
Exhibit 2.
On December 11, 2015, Senior Judge Friedman, writing for a panel
majority, affirmed in a reported opinion. A copy of the Opinion is
appended as Exhibit 3. The decision is also available at Tullytown

Borough v. Armstrong, No. 239 C.D. 2015, --- A.3d ----, 2015 WL 8539915
(Pa. Commw. Dec. 11, 2015). Judge Simpson joined the opinion, but
President Judge Pellegrini concurred in the result only.

6

On December 28th, Tullytown timely filed an application for
reargument.1 On January 14, 2016, the Commonwealth Court denied an
application for reargument en banc. A copy of the Order is appended as
Exhibit 4. Tullytown timely files this petition on February 15th.2

Because December 25, 2015, was a Friday and holiday, the deadline fell on the
following Monday, December 28, 2015.
2 Because February 13th was a Saturday, the deadline fell on the following Monday,
February 15th.
1
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V.

Concise statement of reasons for allowance of appeal:
A.

The Commonwealth Court violates its clear obligation in
Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 4003.8 to balance the
needs for pre-complaint discovery against the burden imposed
by that discovery

The Commonwealth Court never considered whether any of the
nine depositions are actually necessary to form a complaint. Instead, the
Court relied upon a local rule to skirt the standard, holding that
Tullytown Borough somehow conceded the necessity of the depositions.
Unfortunately, the Court chose to bypass review of the discovery issue at
hand and did so in a published decision.
As will be explained below in more detail, the Commonwealth
Court’s conclusion that Tullytown conceded the need for the depositions is
just plain wrong as a matter of law. But initially, it is necessary to
highlight the Court’s obligation to consider the discovery sought and
failure to do so.
Rule of Civil Procedure 4003(a) bars pre-complaint discovery unless
the discovery 1) “is material and necessary to the filing of the complaint,”
and 2) “will not cause unreasonable annoyance, embarrassment,
oppression, burden or expense to any person or party.” Although the first
sentence in 4003.8(b) says the court “may” require plaintiffs to provide
8

specific reasons for discovery, the second sentence is mandatory: “the
court shall weigh the importance of the discovery request against the
burdens imposed on any person or party from whom the discovery is
sought.”
The trial court and Commonwealth Court never weighed the
importance of any of the nine depositions against the burden imposed on
the Borough. In a published decision, the Commonwealth Court held that
the court didn’t have to simply because Plaintiffs asserted that they need
the depositions and the depositions won’t burden Tullytown, which the
Court held Tullytown conceded–a blatantly erroneous conclusion as
explained below.
The Court had to—but chose not to—consider whether any of the
depositions are, in fact, necessary on the one hand, or overly burdensome
to Tullytown on the other. Without a complaint, the Commonwealth
Court permits Plaintiffs to depose four police officers, two former officers,
the current Chief of Police, the former Chief of Police, and a Councilman.
R. 9a-10a.
The Commonwealth Court ignores the trial court’s obligation to
weigh the importance of these nine depositions to draft the complaint

9

against the burden on the Borough and witnesses. To date, Plaintiffs
have never explained why they need to depose any of these people, much
less all of them; indeed, Plaintiffs claim they already have two witnesses.
Plaintiffs claim that two persons (who Plaintiffs do not identify) say that
police officers (who Plaintiffs do not identify) followed Plaintiffs on dates
(that Plaintiffs do not specify) during the 2013 election cycle. R. 42a.
Plaintiffs either are acting on pure speculation or hiding the ball.
Without considering the trial court’s duty to weigh the burden on
Tullytown, the Commonwealth Court subjects Tullytown to wasteful
depositions that it cannot prepare for. Tullytown has no idea which
officers are being accused of wrongdoing or when the alleged actions took
place other than a general reference to the 2013 election cycle. These
depositions require Tullytown to defend vague allegations while guessing
at what Plaintiffs would allege in a complaint. The precedential decision
permits plaintiffs to put defendants at a tactical disadvantage in every
single case by deposing the defendants before they can prepare and
violates the clear limits in Rule 4003.8.
In short, the Commonwealth Court granted permission to appeal
and stay discovery for a reason: to consider whether the trial court
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abused its discretion when it did not weigh the need for pre-complaint
discovery against the burden by that discovery. Yet the Commonwealth
Court opted not to do that. This appeal would ultimately have been a
wasted effort for the Courts and parties were it not for the fact that the
Commonwealth Court—in a published decision no less—announced a
dangerous rule that permits abusive discovery in every case to come.
B.

This appeal is important: the Commonwealth Court in a
published decision announced a standard that eviscerates the
limitations on pre-complaint discovery in our rules.

On a motion to prevent unnecessary pre-complaint discovery, the
Commonwealth Court held in a published decision that, by failing to
conduct its own unnecessary pre-complaint discovery, Tullytown
somehow conceded that pre-complaint discovery is necessary. But “the
Supreme Court does not intend a result that is absurd, impossible of
execution or unreasonable…” Pa.R.C.P. 128(a). Notably, Plaintiffs did not
even advance this argument below or on appeal.
This ruling—now binding precedent on all future Commonwealth
Court panels and our lower courts—creates an absurd result that
prevents defendants from ever opposing unnecessary pre-complaint
discovery as the Commonwealth Court bizarrely requires defendants to
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conduct pre-complaint discovery to do so. The effect of the ruling can be
summed up in a tongue-twister: to oppose unnecessary pre-complaint
discovery, defendants must necessarily conduct unnecessary precomplaint discovery to prove that the discovery is unnecessary.
Rule 4003.8 restricts pre-complaint discovery and establishes
procedure for motions to prevent pre-complaint discovery. Instead of Rule
4003.8, the Commonwealth Court erroneously relies upon a local rule
that, in turn, cites the clearly inapposite Pennsylvania Rule of Civil
Procedure 206.7(c)—a rule for substantive petitions, not discovery
motions.
Rule 206.7(c) states:
If an answer is filed raising disputed issues of
material fact, the petitioner may take depositions
on those issues, or such other discovery as the
court allows, within the time set forth in the
order of the court. If the petitioner does not do so,
the petition shall be decided on petition and
answer and all averments of fact responsive to
the petition and properly pleaded in the answer
shall be deemed admitted for the purpose of this
subdivision.
The Commonwealth Court’s interpretation of Rule 206.7(c), a rule
for substantive petitions, renders Rule 4003.8, the rule for pre-complaint
discovery, a dead letter. Because Rule 4003.8 is specific to pre-complaint
12

discovery, it controls. Pa.R.C.P. 132. Under the Commonwealth Court’s
published opinion, defendants must conduct unnecessary pre-complaint
discovery or else concede the necessity of that discovery. This newly
announced, unworkable standard creates an absurd result where
plaintiffs can take any pre-complaint discovery they want without limit
or judicial review unless the defendants take their own unnecessary
discovery to oppose the unnecessary discovery.
C.

The Commonwealth Court precedential decision conflicts with
this Court’s rejection of the exact standard announced by the
Commonwealth Court.

In the seminal case of McNeil v. Jordan, 894 A.2d 1260, 1274 (Pa.
2006), this Court “recognize[d] the dangers of unconfined pre-complaint
discovery” and emphasized “the risks of implementing discovery
standards that are too permissive.” This Court rejected the more
“permissive” discovery standard in Connecticut, which is effectively the
standard adopted by the Commonwealth Court:
We do not find, in Connecticut's law, an
unequivocal requirement that such discovery will
be granted only where a litigant has averred that
absent such discovery his suit will not be able to
proceed.

Id. at 1277 (emphasis added).
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Under the Commonwealth Court’s reported opinion, the
Connecticut standard carries the day in Pennsylvania with one worthless
caveat: a defendant can oppose pre-complaint discovery by taking precomplaint discovery. The result violates everything that McNeil stands
for. This Court in McNeil emphasized: “Under no circumstance should a
plaintiff be allowed to embark upon a ‘fishing expedition’…” Id. at 1278.
The Commonwealth Court now allows a fishing expedition under any
circumstance.
D.

The Commonwealth Court decision conflicts with an earlier
Commonwealth Court decision that prevents pre-complaint
discovery unless the plaintiff explains how the discovery is
necessary to draft a complaint.

In Pelzer v. Wrestle, 49 A.3d 926 (Pa. Commw. 2012), the
Commonwealth Court rejected pre-complaint discovery because the
plaintiff failed to explain how the discovery was necessary to draft the
complaint:
Mr. Pelzer contends in his brief to this Court that
the trial court should not have dismissed his
Discovery Requests because the information he
requested is material and necessary for the filing
of his complaint and would not cause unreasonable
annoyance or embarrassment to the Defendants.
Mr. Pelzer did not provide any explanation for his
pre-complaint Discovery Requests to the trial
court. Mr. Pelzer did not explain in any of the
14

documents he filed with the trial court why the
requested information, which included, inter alia,
the home addresses and Social Security numbers
of the Defendants, was material and necessary to
the filing of a complaint or that his request would
“not cause unreasonable annoyance,
embarrassment, oppression, burden or expense to
any person or party” as required by Rule 4003.8.
Indeed, we can think of no situation where an
inmate's discovery request for such personal and
sensitive information of superintendents,
corrections officers, and other SCI staff would be
appropriate and necessary for the formulation of a
civil complaint, and we understand why the trial
court dismissed such inappropriate requests.
These Discovery Requests are in the nature of the
“fishing expedition” prohibited by McNeil. Mr.
Pelzer's failure to comply with the requirements of
Section 4003.8 is fatal to his Discovery Requests
and, therefore, the trial court did not err or abuse
its discretion in dismissing the Discovery
Requests.

Id. at 931.
The Pelzer Court rejected—as McNeil did—a plaintiff’s bald
assertions that discovery is necessary and not burdensome. In this case,
contrary to Pelzer, the reported Commonwealth Court opinion permits
plaintiffs to simply assert that they need discovery without explanation.
In Pelzer, however, the Commonwealth Court rejected discovery attempts
because the plaintiff did not explain how any of the discovery was
necessary to draft a complaint. Id.
15

For this reason, Pelzer affirmed the denial of any pre-complaint
discovery, not just the request for sensitive information. Id. The
Commonwealth Court affirmed the denial of discovery as well about “Mr.
Pelzer's disciplinary record, information related to Mr. Pelzer being
classified a gang member, and the rationale for transferring him between
SCIs.” Id. at 929.
The Commonwealth Court’s published decision in this case
effectively repudiates its earlier and correct holding in Pelzer. Trial
courts are left with contradictory binding precedent as to whether
plaintiffs must explain why they need discovery to draft a complaint.
E.

The Commonwealth Court decision conflicts with Superior
Court precedent that prevents pre-complaint discovery when
the plaintiff only makes vague assertions of fact.

After remand in McNeil, the Superior Court held that the plaintiffs’
vague assertions of fact did not support their request for discovery:
“These assertions… are vague and amorphous. Individuals are not
identified; times are uncertain. It is not clear what was said.” McNeil v.

Jordan, 934 A.2d 739, 743 (Pa. Super. 2007). Equally here, Plaintiffs
vaguely claim that police officers (who Plaintiffs do not identify) followed
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Plaintiffs on dates (that Plaintiffs do not specify) during the 2013 election
cycle. R. 42a.
Plaintiffs want to depose nine people who will not know the scope of
the case, the alleged wrongdoers, or the dates of the alleged wrongdoing.
This is an attempt to catch the Borough off-guard by only giving vague
hints at Plaintiffs’ allegations before the depositions. However, the
Commonwealth Court did not consider the Superior Court’s precedent
that Plaintiffs must provide some context to take discovery.
F.

The Commonwealth Court decision conflicts with Superior
Court precedent that prevents pre-complaint discovery unless
the plaintiff can show an ability to plead a valid cause of
action after the discovery.

This case is also like AmerisourceBergen v. Does, 81 A.3d 921, 926
(Pa. Super. 2013), and Cooper v. Frankford Health Care Sys., 960 A.2d
134, 143 (Pa. Super. 2008), where the Superior Court held that plaintiffs
must show the ability to plead a valid cause of action after pre-complaint
discovery. The Superior Court explained:
Equally self-evidently, the trial court should not
grant such discovery unless it concludes that, upon
the completion of discovery, the claimant will
likely be able to make out one or more causes of
action...
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AmerisourceBergen, 81 A.3d at 926. The Commonwealth Court ignored
the Superior Court’s “self-evident” conclusion, leaving trial courts with
contradictory binding decisions by the appellate courts in this
Commonwealth.
Plaintiffs simply claim that police officers followed them around.
Plaintiffs do not show how being “followed” could possibly arise to the
level of a constitutional violation. Plaintiffs neither give any reason to
believe that they will be able to make out any cause of action; nor do
Plaintiffs explain how the depositions will get them to that point.
Plaintiffs simply want to take nine depositions to evaluate the
factual merit of their allegations. That is not a basis for pre-complaint
discovery. That is what happens in post-complaint discovery in every
case: the parties take depositions to evaluate the factual merit of the
complaint.
G.

The Commonwealth Court assumes that legal conclusions are
facts and, in doing so, conflicts with earlier Superior and
Commonwealth Court precedent.

The Commonwealth Court held that Tullytown—by failing to take
depositions itself—conceded the “facts” that Plaintiffs need discovery to
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draft the complaint, and the discovery will not burden Tullytown. These
are obviously legal conclusions, not facts.
The Commonwealth Court has previously rejected such a broad
reading of admitted “facts” under Rule 206.7. See Appeal of Puricelli, 709
A.2d 1003, 1007 (Pa. Commw. 1998) (“However, the Township's
averments that Puricelli lacked standing because he no longer owned the
property and that his appeal was vexatious, arbitrary and in bad faith
were legal conclusions.”); Plank v. Monroe Cnty. Tax Claim Bureau, 735
A.2d 178, 185 (Pa. Commw. 1999) (“The lack of a responsive pleading,
where required, to a rule to show cause results only in the admission of
factual averments, not legal conclusions.”).
The Superior Court has reached the same conclusion: “Although
depositions may have aided the court, appellee's decision not to take them
cannot be viewed here as being fatal to its position, since the Rule gives
the choice of either taking depositions or of ordering the cause for
argument on the pleadings alone.” Corson v. Corson's, 434 A.2d 1269,
1272 (Pa. Super. 1981). See also Cross v. 50th Ward Cmty. Ambulance,
528 A.2d 1369, 1372 (Pa. Super. 1987) (denial that “service was properly
made” is legal conclusion). The Commonwealth Court—in a published
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decision—completely ignored Superior and Commonwealth Court
precedent, effectively repudiating these decisions without reference.
VI.

Conclusion
For these reasons, this Court should grant allowance of appeal.
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225 Market Street, Suite 304
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jautry@laverylaw.com
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Dated: February 15, 2016
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EXHIBIT
1

EXHIBIT
2

EXHIBIT
3

EXHIBIT
4

IN THE COMMONWEALTH COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA

Tullytown Borough,
Appellant
v.
Edward Armstrong, Robert Campanaro,
Edward Czyzyk, and George Fox

PER CURIAM

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

No. 239 C.D. 2015

ORDER

NOW, January 14, 2016, having considered appellant’s application for
reargument and appellees’ response thereto, the application is denied.

